Our outrage alone could give us a clear conscience. But it doesn’t exempt us from taking action.

Emmanüs on the move

Emmanüs international, 2018 get off to a good start with the successful work camp, organised in South India in January. Headed up by the Emmanüs Radhakrishnan group, assisted fully by Emmaus volunteers and community leaders, they crossed the globe came to work together and share part in discussions on our struggle for social and environmental justice.

Attending the event, Emmanüs president, Dr. Patrick Anthouas, stated: “Having enough of us join together could alone could ensure that the development of our lives as citizens, and as a society, goes in tandem with our struggle for social rights.”

During the work camp, the participants’ eyes were opened to the fact that Emmaus’s struggles are all inter-related. At the end of the event, the participants said it showed them throughout the Emmanüs inner workings of the group, in the south of the country, in the north, in the east, in the west, and also in the small group of Indians could rise up against the biggest multi-national companies. The Asia work camp comes, from countries including Bangladesh, Colombia, the United States, France, Lebanon, and beyond, forty companions from 25 different groups set aside for discussions. Around 30, and sharing their previous experiences, many said they would take away from this fantastic experience what they'll take away from this fantastic experience. These work camps form part of the backbone of Emmaus’ strength, now they’re back in their own groups. The next work camp will similarly relate to our three struggles. We will all be one as Africa at the end of the year and another in the Americas sometime next year. Everyone’s welcome!
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“Emmanüs on the move”

Patrick Anthouas, Chair of Emmaus International
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